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R&urn6 - Nous pr&entons des resultats prgliminaires de l 'expgrience DELCO 
concernant plusieurs sujets qui utilisent les possibilit6s d'identification 
des particules de ce dltecteur. 

i) Nous mesurons l'angle de Cabibbo dans des dgsint&grations du T et 
nous trouvons tan2ec = 0.08 f 0.03 + 0.04.Cll 

ii) Dans le domaine intenngdiaire en x (p/EFAISCEAU), 0.2 < x < 0.55, 
nous trouvons que le nombre relatif des rf par rapport ii toutes les parti- 
cules chargees est d'environ 60% et qu'il ne montre qu'une faible depdndance 
avec l'e'nergie. 

. iii) Nous observons un rapport &l&e de la section efficace de produc- 
tion de D"?, RD*k = a(e+e-+D*+X)/a,,,, = 2.0 f 0.6 2 0.7, dans le domaine en 
z(ED*IEFAISCEAU) supgrieur a 0.3. 

Contrairement aux quarks plus lCgers, la fragmentation des quarks 
charm& se produit de faGon predominante aux grandes valeurs de z; nous 
mesurons <z> = 0.6 i 0.1. 

Abstract - Preliminary results from DELCO are presented on several topics 
which utilize the particle identification capabilities of the detector: 

i) We measure the Cabbibo angle in 7 decays to be tan2ec = 
0.08 + 0.03 + 0.04.Cll 

ii) In the intermediate x (p/EBEm) range, 0.2 < x < 0.55, the frac- 
tion of n' relative to all charged particles is found to be approximately 

-60% and to show only a weak energy dependence. 
iii) We observe a large D*t cross section ratio, RD*k = 

o(e+e- + D*'X)/a,, = 2.0 f 0.6 f 0.7 in the a (ED*/EBEAM) range above 0.3. 
In contrast with the lighter quarks, the fragmentation of charmed quarks 
occurs predominantly at large values of z; we measure <z> = 0.6 f 0.1. 

1. Introduction - The data I will discuss was recorded by the DELCO detector at 
the PEP e+e' 
22 pb-l 

storage ring. The sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 
at Ecm = 29 GeV. The data was accumulated over a recent period (February- 

June 1982) and so these results should be considered to be preliminary. 
Since the original SPEAR detectorC21 has been modified to operate at higher 

energies we will provide a brief technical description. The detector (Figs. 1 and 2) 
has an atmospheric-pressure threshold gas Cerenkov counter of 36 cells covering a 
total of 60% of 4n steradians. An open-geometry magnet provides a field integral of 
1.8 kGm to measure the momenta of charged particles, while maintaining a low mass 
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Fig. 1: Polar view of DELCO 

(O.GS X0) between the interaction point 
and  the Cerenkov gas radiator. Charged 
particles are tracked between radii of 
12  and  50  ems in a  16-layer cylindrical 
drift chamber  system before entering 
the Cerenkov c,ounter. There are 6  
layers of planar drift chambers beyond 
the counter, at an  average radius of 
about  170  cm. Tracks with lcosBl ~0.65 
traverse the full 22  drift chamber  
layers and  have a  momentum resolution, 
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up/p = JC0.025~ (GeV/c)12 + 0.06' . 
Other components  of DELCO include time- 
of-flight counters, luminosity monitors 
and  a  Pb-scintil lator shower counter 
system cover ing the central and  forward 
(pole-tip) regions. 

\ELLIPSOIDAL 
MIRROR 

The Cerenkov counter is filled 
with isobutane and  gives an  average 
signal of 17  photo-electrons (p.e.) 
with a  time resolution of 300  ps, for 
I?=1 particles. (The pulse height cor- 
responds to a  mean  quality factor, 
<No> = 80  cm-l.) This counter provides 
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Fig. 2: Azimuthal view of DELCO. 

e lhadron discrimination below pi threshold (2.7 GeV/c) and,  at higher energies, dis- 
t inguishes r from Kp. Only studies involving n/Kp identification are discussed here. 

2. Cabibbo Angle in T  Decays - Al though all present experimental measurements have 
served to reinforce our picture of e-u-r universality, it is of recognized impor- 
tance to refine this study either by  new approaches or by  repeat ing previous measure-  
ments with better precision. A fundamental  component  of lepton universality is a  
common Cabibbo angle, Bc. 
7- + VT ;s/7- + VT 

For the 7 this implies the relative decay rates, 
ud  are equal  to tan2ec after account ing for phase-space dif- 

ferences. The measurement  is made  by compar ing the relative branching ratios to 
-vT R nn  and  vr r- nT.[31 Previous measurementsC41 have isolated the v,K- and  v,K*- 
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decays. In this study we isolate inclusive one-prong (1P) decays of the type 
v,R nr n -> 0. 

We'ielect r+r- decays in the lP-1P and lP-ffP (multi-prong) topologies, where 
the prong count is made within each hemisphere centered on the thrust axis. The 
major backgrounds to the lP-1P topology are from QED sources and these are excluded 
primarily by cutting on thrust (<0.96), acoplanarity (A$ > 15 mr), acolinearity 
(cosA6 < 0.998) and total charged particle momentum (>5 GeV/c), in addition to 
rejecting all e-e events. The lP-18 events are initially contaminated by radiated 
QED events and hadronic events - these are removed primarily by requiring low MP in- 
variant mass (~2.5 GeV/cZ) in addition to the previous thrust cut. 

There are 467 lP-1P and 126 lP-MP events which satisfy the cuts. After cor- 
recting by the detection efficiencies, we measure the total cross section ratio 
R77 = 1.0 f .06 + .3, where the systematic error reflects our uncertainty in lumino- 
sity (lo%), detection efficiency (5%) and background contamination (20%). 

We now look at the Cerenkov response (Fig, 3) of the 905 1P tracks which remain 
after excluding those with 
~0.~0 < 0.06 (since they pass 
close to a mirror boundary at 40 I I I I I I I I I t I I1 1 
8 = 9OO). 

.' 
The tracks display 

two clear Cerenkov thresholds: 3 
'.. ,,,,.. 0: ,. ,' . . ; ". 

one has occurred at very low fi - :: ,.'.. :. .,,., ,, ,. '.. :. '_': 

30 - 
: 1. _: :: ., . . ', 
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electrons and the other occurs 5 : '.'. ,' ? -;., ,, .. .,_, . . .' ..' i 'I 
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2 - ..,. :.,:,: __,. .'..., ., ., _. .' 

tracks fail to produce a strong a '.':.', ,,L" .;, ; ._, ,'. '. .,' . : . . 
Cerenkov response - these are $ 2 ',',...,. :: .:. . . . . 
potential K-. (Since the T z IO - .' .: ..' . . . . . 
does not decay to a proton w - ' i+ " '. ,: _ 
there is no Kp Cerenkov ambi- U .,: )' . 
guity for a clean sample of ..,::“. ” l 5 

,  

7 decays.) The candidate R 0 - .---. A--..' - . . . , . . 
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prongs are required to have a ot tt l 
Cerenkov pulse height below e tL7 
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3 p.e. and a momentum above kRENKOV THRESHOLDS 
4.5 GeV/c. The latter cut is 

'-" 
MOMENTUM (GeV/c2) .,..., 

made conservatively in order 
to avoid sensitivgty to Fig. 3: The Cerenkov pulse height versus track 
'tails' in the momentum dis- momentum for the sample of 7 -+ l-prong decays. The 
tribution. For the same pulse height is corrected to a standard radiator 
reason we do not make a high- length (L = 100 ems) and Cerenkov quality factor 
momentum cut and account for (No = 100 cm-'). The 13 candidate r- + K- X decays 
the K inefficiency above K are indicated by the thick points. 
threshold (9.4 GeV/c) with an 
appropriate correction to the detection efficiency. Each of the 13 events which 
survive these requirements was hand-scanned and two were rejected for reasons of an 
extra track and a mis-track which incorrectly passed the case cut. 

Since the final K candidates form only 1% of the full detected 1P sample we 
have investigated whether they are falsely generated by instrumental effects. We 
selected a sample of Bhabha events independently of the Cerenkov counter and then, 
after requiring the same geometrical constraints as the K candidates, asked how often 
the Cerenkov response was below 3 p.e. No examples were found in 2000 Bhabha events 
and so the Cerenkov inefficiency is ~0.6 low3 (95% CL). We also found no indication 
of a clustering of the events near to mirror-edges. Finally, gross mis-measurement 
of the tracks with momentum below m threshold was excluded by investigating the 
track-quality of each K candidate. Our conclusion is that the 11 events are genuine. 

The signal events (NK) are used to measure the Cabibbo angle according to the 
equation: 

N 2 
K = NrT(4n) x tan B x 2 

C 
+f s(K-~")b(r-ro)o' + f c(K-nn')b(m-nr')p" 1 
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In this expression, the total 7T sample over 4n steradians, Nrr(4n), is determined 
from the luminosity measurement and the T- + K-X detection efficiencies, E(K-X) by 
Monte Carlo. The square parentheses contain the non-strange hadronic branching 
ratios, b(n-X), corrected for relative phase space, p, and appropriate one-prong-K 
branching ratio, f, e.g., b(K*- + K-TO) = l/3. The result is the measurement 
tan26 = 0.08 + 0.03 f 0.04, which is equivalent to the branching ratio, b(r-+K- + 
neutrLs) = 0.02 + 0.007 * 0.01. This value, albeit with large errors, is consistent 
with Cabibbo angle measurements in other processes. With further analysis and a 
larger data sample we hope to improve the precision substantially and to extend the 
analysis to the multi-prong T decays, for which there are no previous measurements. 

3. Charged Particle Fractions at Intermediate x - Our present understanding of the 
materialization of hadrons from quarks is based on simple models. A major experi- 
mental task is to establish detailed information which will allow these models to be 
transformed into a theoretical framework. In these studies, efe- annihilation is 
particularly important since it provides a clean, mono-energetic source of each 
quark. ,Furthermore, in certain cases, the flavour of the parent quark can be identi- 
fied. In this section we present data on the inclusive charged particle fractions 
at intermediate x (0.20 < x < 0.55) and the following section deals with the 
fragmentation of charmed quarks. 

Such measurements frequently must be interpreted through Monte Carlo calcula- 
tions which model the fragmentation process. We use a Monte Carlo, written by 
Ii. Yamamoto in our collaboration, based on Feynman-Field fragmentation with first- 
order QCD effects included. The adjustable parameters have been chosen to fit 
closely the dataC51 from HARK II and TASS0 as follows: 
0.35 GeV/c, strong coupling constant, as 

mean pt of sea quark, uq = 
= 0.21, thrust cutoff = 0.96, pseudoscalar: 

vector meson ratio = 0.6:0.4 and oF = 0.75 (uds), 0.2 (c) and -0.4 (b). 
Feynman-Field quark fragmentation function is 1 - aF + 3UF (l-~)~.) 

(The 
In this 

version of the program, baryons are not generated. 
The sample of hadronic events is selected by cuts which are chosen to exclude 

background contributions from cosmics, two-photon processes, beam-gas interactions, 
QED and T events. The primary cuts require at least five tracks emerging from a 
region within the interaction volume (l<z>l < 4.5 cm). Furthermore the total charged 
and neutral energy must exceed 8.5 GeV and not display a strong asymmetry along the 
beam direction (]EASyM/EToTI < 0.35, 
where EASYM = 1 (?lcos8 + ~ENEUTRALcosB and ETOT = 1 \?I + 1 ENEUTRAL). 

There are 8050 events which survive these cuts. After accounting for the detection 
efficiency this provides a measurement of the hadronic cross section ratio, RI-~AD = 
4.0 + 0.6. The error is dominated by systematic uncertainties in the luminosity 
(lo%), detection efficiency (10%) and background (5%). 

We have made detailed comparisons between the experimental hadronic events and 
a sample generated by our Monte Carlo. In all distributions the agreement is 
excellent rThich therefore implies consistency between our data and TASSO/MARK II. 
One example is the inclusive charged particle cross section versus x as shown in 
Fig. 4. 

We analyze the particle fractions in this distribution according to the 
response of the associated Cerenkov, without regard to extra tracks which may enter 
the same cell. This avoids possible bias' in measuring high momentum tracks since 
they are often in multiply-occupied cells - although it necessitates a correction 
be made for cases where the cells involve either two high momentum (>2.7 GeV/c) 
tracks or an associated electron track. The particle-type is described as 'heavy' 
if it produces c2p.e. Cerenkov pulse height. 

The data (Fig. 5) indicate a heavy fraction of about 80% below r threshold. 
This fraction, which nominally measures rKp, is artificially reduced by high momen- 
tum n's and, to a lesser extent, electrons (such as from y conversions) which may 
accompany other hadrons. These processes are well explained at low energies by the 
Monte Carlo calculation, as indicated by the smooth curve. We therefore have con- 
fidence in correctly accounting for them at higher energies. 

We restrict our measurement of the n/Kp fraction to a reduced region between 
the IT and K thresholds in order to avoid sensitivity to the momentum resolution. 
The result (Fig. 6) shows that the 'il fraction in the region 0.2 < x < 0.55 is 
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Fig. 4: The  inclusive cross section 
s do/dx versus x for charged par- 
ticles in hadronic annihilation 
events. The  smooth curve indicates 
the Monte Carlo 'distribution. sys- 
tematic errors in the vertical scale 
of ?15% are not included in the 
error bars. 

approximately constant and  lies between 0:6 
and  0.65, with an  est imated systematic 
error of kO.l.C61 This value is not antici- 
pated in our Monte Carlo calculation (as 
indicated in Figs. 5  and  6) and  the dif- 
ference may be  attributed to protons in the 
experimental data. W e  are proceeding to 
investigate the characteristics and  sources 
of this large signal of heavy hadrons and  
to make an  experimental measurement  of the 
proton fraction at high x (bO.8). 

4. Charged D* Product ion -As we have 
indicated, this study is important to 
explore the propert ies of the fragmenta- 
tion of heavy quarks. In addit ion, the 
identification of D* decays provides a 

valuable experimental tool for 'f lavour- 
tagging' hLdronic events. 

Ihe D*+ are selected by means  of the 
decays D*+ + DOT+ fol lowed by DO + K-n+. 
The low Q  in the D *+ decay results in the 
distinct.signature[7,8] of a  Do and  a+ 
with almost identical g  and  direction. 
W e  require at least one  prong have momentum 
above 2.7 GeV/c such that it is identifiable 

0.2 

0 
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Fig. 5: The  fraction of tracks 
which have ~2 p.e. Cerenkov pulse 
height versus momentum. The 
analysis al lows multiple tracks 
into a  Cerenkov cell. The  smooth 
curve indicates the Monte Carlo 
distribution. 

0 0.25 0.50 
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Fig. 6: The  TI and  Kp charged- 
particle fractions versus x in the 
range .2 <  x <  .55. The Monte 
Carlo predict ion of the K fraction 
is also indicated. The vertical 
error bars do  not include an  esti- 
mated systematic error of kO.1 on  
each point. 

as  TI (Cerenkov pulse) or K (no pulse). 
p.e. produced within 1.2 ns of the The Cerenkov pulse corresponds to at least 4  

nominal event  time. A second prong is selected if it has  opposi te charge to the 
first and  lies within an  opening angle of 45O. No particle identification is re- 
quired for this prong; it is labeled TT or K according to the identity of the first. 
A candidate Do is accepted if the KTI invariant mass lies in the range 1.5- 2.5 GeV/c'. 
The  DO momentum, ?  0, is computed as the vector sum of the measured particle momenta 
and  the DO energy !s kinematically constrained to the Do mass by the equation, 

EDO = (&I + isDO 12)1’2 . 
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For those events which contain a candidate Do, the DO and any remaining charged 
particle (assumed to be a n) of opposite-sign to the K are paired. The DO,+ - DO 
mass difference spectrum (Fig. 7a) shows a 
clear signal of D*+ decays. Events which in- 
volve K identification emphasize the signal 
region and indicate a stronger association of 
charm with strange rather than non-strange 
high-energy particles. We measure the back- 
ground in this data by taking the same DO 
candidates but pairing them with m's having 
the same sign as the K (Fig. 7b). These 
cannot result from D*+ decay and so measure 
the distribution due to chance combinations. 
We thereby estimate a background of 6 
events in the 25 D* candidates observed 
below 155 MeV/c2 in Fig. 7a. 

We calculate the detection efficiency 
to be roughly constant (at 29%) for D* 
momenta above 6 GeV/c and to fall at lower 
momenta. We therefore restrict our measure- 
ments to z > 0.3, where z = ED*+/EBEAM. 
After correcting by the branching ratios,C91 
we find the inclusive cross section ratio, 
R(e+e‘ + D**X) = (2.0 + 0.6 -C 0.7) in the z 
range above 0.3. The systematic error is 
due to uncertainties in the D branching 
ratios (26%), luminosity (10%) and detection 
efficiency (20%). Since the total cross 
section ratio for all charm and bottom quarks 
is estimated to be 3.7 at this energy, we 
find that heavy quark fragmentation is domi- 
nated by D* production (after making the 
assumption that the neutral and charged D* 
cross sections are approximately equal). 

TheD*+differentialcross sectionsdo/dz 
(Fig. 8) indicates that the fragmentation of 
heavy quarks occurs predominately at large 
values of z (the mean value is 0.6 i 0.1) as 
had been anticipated from kinematic arguments. 
This distribution provides a measure of the 
charmed quark fragmentation function since a 
Monte Carlo calculation indicates that almost 
all (90%) of the D*'+ in our acceptance are 

_ due to a primary c rather than a b quark. 
These data are consistent with other 

measurements from e+e- annihilationC8,lOl 
and v interactions.[lll If the charm 
fragmentation function is expressedCl21 in 
the form l/z Cl-z-1 - ~(1-2)-~12, all data 
are found to be consistent with the parameter 
E = 0.25. However, the accuracy of the 
present data is not sufficient to distinguish 
between alternative predictions, such as that 
described in Ref. 13. Both of these distri- 
butions are indicated in Fig. 8. 

5. Summary - The 'I lepton decays to K' + 
neutrals with a branching ratio of about 2%, 
consistent with the value expected from the 
standard Cabibbo angle. 

A large fraction, approximately 40%, of 
the prongs at medium x (.2 < x < .55) are 
found to be K + p. 

14 
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Fig. 7: a) The Do,+ - Do mass dif- 
ference. The dots outline the dis- 
tribution predicted by Monte Carlo 
for the process D*+ + DOT+. 
b) The DOT- - DO mass difference. 
Events which involve a Cerenkov- 
identified K are indicated by the 
shading, 
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Fig. a: The D*+ differential cross 
section s do/d2 versus Z. The smooth 
curves represent charmed quark frag- 
mentation functions according to 
Refs. 12 (solid) and 13 (dashed). 
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A large D*? signal is observed, indicating that D* production may saturate the 
total charm cross section. In contrast with the lighter quarks, charmed quarks 
fragment predominantly at large values of z. (The striking difference in the frag- 
mentation of heavy and light quarks is seen by comparing Figs. 4 and 8; D* production 
exceeds TI + K + p for x > O.5!) 
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